Seminar at NAPE
Tuesday, February 6, 2024

Speakers:
Chantal Carriere, Associate, White & Case
James English, Senior Counsel, Clark Hill
Gabrielle Finger, Commercial Advisor, Chevron
Nick Fulford, Senior Director, GaffneyCline
Dennis Petito, CEO & Founder, Montrose Capital Advisors
Serena Rwejuna, Partner, White & Case

Agenda:
8:30 am - 9:00 am  Registration

9:00 am - 10:30 am  Session 1: LNG SPA Model Contract – An in depth legal/commercial review

Join speaker James English for a review of the updated key commercial terms and guidance for the LNG SPA model contract. This discussion will focus on how to utilize the updated SPA in context of lower carbon LNG & how such certification can impact the commercial framework of the LNG SPA negotiations.
1.5 CLE hours available

10:30 am - 10:45 am  Coffee Break

10:45 am - 12:15 pm  Session 2: Beyond the LNG SPA

Speaker Chantal Carriere will review the various agreements that are required to enable an LNG Project, beyond the LNG SPA. Join us in our discussion of how and when to consider the lifting agreement, the processing/tolling agreement, and others. 1.5 CLE hours available

12:15 pm - 1:45 pm  Lunch (on your own)

1:45 pm - 3:15 pm  Session 3: CCUS: Application of Carbon Capture and Storage on Gas Projects

Speakers Nick Fulford and Gabrielle Finger will discuss the latest analysis of AIEN’s recently published CCUS Whitepaper that focuses on the opportunities for carbon capture and storage in the US market, and its value and impact on greenfield and brownfield projects. We will walk through the upcoming deliverables and expected form frameworks and model contracts needed for a CCUS project.

3:15 pm - 3:30 pm  Coffee Break

Thanks to our host:

NAPE
Where Deals Happen
3:30 pm - 5:00 pm  

**Session 4: ESG 101: How does ESG Impact Gas Commercialization**

Speakers Serena Rwejuna and Dennis Petitio will discuss the very practical application and critical role that ESG considerations (Environmental Social & Governance) play in gas commercialization in the US. As we continue to advance Net Zero targets, what do companies really need to bring to the table with regards to sustainability in their commercial agreements, business models, evaluation tools. Join us as our panel debates the merit and scope of ESG in the US today.

**Continuing Education Credit**

AIEN is an accredited sponsor approved by the State Bar of Texas Committee on MCLE. A maximum of **3.00 CLE credit hours**, of which 0.00 credit hours will apply to legal ethics/professional responsibility credit will be awarded based on individual attendance.